Whose 10.3
Whose or who’s? Write the correct solution.

1) ………….. book is on the table?
whose

2) ………….. gone to the cinema with Mary?

3) ………….. left the sunglasses here?

4) I can’t tell ………….. were those weapons.

5) Jack is the guy ………….. strength will make the team win the cup.

6) Have you got an idea of ………….. got such bad reputation?

7) ………….. are this kids? They’re alone!

8) Donald was unsure ………….. house he had to go to.

9) ………….. my new head?

10) Can you please tell me ………….. just won the Oscar?

Soluzioni:
(1) whose (2) Who’s (3) Who’s (4) whose (5) whose (6) who’s (7) whose (8) whose (9) Who’s (10) who’s
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